
My Creed  
The name that can be named is not the eternal Name. 

What would you say when invited to write your 
personal creed, to explore that nebulous space 

betweenfaith and doubt? 

A WORK IN PROGRESS 
For millennia, Christians have distilled their beliefs into short 
statements, similar to Joseph Smith's Articles of Faith. While the 
practice of doctrinal creeds is anathema to Mormons, the we of the 
literaryfom by individuals is a helpful spiritual discipline. Itforces 
one to confront the questions, "Just what do I believe?" and "What 
are the issues, ideas, concepts that animate my religious life?" This 
creed was shared at the 1996 Sunstone Symposium. 

I COME FROM A FAMILY WITH A STRONG AND 
abiding faith and a long history in the L D ~  church. I con- 
scientiously attended church for many years, completed a 

mission, married in the temple, and served in any calling I re- 
ceived. I worked hard to be a standard Mormon, but I am not. 
Through all the years of striving to be a regular, I grappled, 
usually quietly, with troubling questions about church and 
God. But in mid-life, I, gratefully, gave up the struggle. I tell 
you this so that you have in mind the source of this creed. It is 
mine alone. I make no claim of divine inspiration or author- 
ship. I have absolutely no reason to suppose it will work for 
anyone else, and I don't even know how long it will work for 
me. Like my life in general, it is a work in progress. Progress is 
the key word. 

Over 3,000 years ago, Lao Tzu wrote: 
The Way that can be told is not the Eternal Way, 

The unnamable is the eternally real. 
Naming is the origin of all particular things. 
Free from desire, you realize the mystery 
Caught in desire, you see only the manifestations. 
Yet mystery and manifestations arise from the same 

source. 
This source is called darkness. 
The gateway to all mystery 

1. I admit that I do not and probably never will understand the 
nature of the Etemal. In fact, I consider such questions unan- 
swerable and, therefore, unimportant, and I am content to live 
with unanswered questions. The poet Rainer Maria Rilke's ad- 
vice to a young man reflects my own belief: "Be patient toward 
all that is unsolved in your heart and try to love the questions 
themselves like locked rooms and like books that are written 
in a foreign tongue. Do not now seek the answers . . . Live the 
questions." I believe that in such living we find the gateways to 
all of the really important mysteries of life. 

2. I must live the best life 1 can, without regard to reward or 
punishment in another world. It seems to me that attaching God's 
reward or punishment to my actions cheapens whatever good 
I do and invariably magnifies the stupidity of my mistakes. 1 
want to be trusted to do the right thing for the right reason. I 
want to grow up. 

3. I believe that the first principles of a good life are: love and 
kindness. I suspect a lifetime is not long enough to learn perfect 
love and kindness, but pursuing these two ideals increases 
compassion, integrity, and wisdom, and engenders continual 
growth. I believe there is nothing more powerful we can do to 
make a positive and lasting difference in the world than to love 
and be kind to all our brother and sister humans. 

4. 1 believe that life is the greatest miracle and that within it ex- 
ist many smaller miracles. James Michener said that "an age is 
called dark, not because the light fails to shine, but because 
people refuse to see it." The Age of Miracles is not past; we 
simply refuse to see those that surround us every day As a pe- 
diatrician who cares for children with chronic lung problems, I 
spend a good deal of time with young children afflicted with 
serious, life-shortening illnesses. They share their miracles 
with me. They remind me to keep my eyes open for my own 
miracles. I am blessed to have them and their parents in my 
life. 

5. Everyone has something important to teach me. All I have to 
do is pay attention. That is the secret, simple, but oh, so diffi- 
cult to do consistently Pay attention. 

6. 1 don't own much in this world. The things I pay for with 
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the money I am paid for doing what I love, those things 
quickly break, wear out, go out of fashion, or disappear into 
my children's rooms. I don't own success; it is a slippery sub- 
stance that arrives at its own whimsy and leaves quietly when 
it tires of my company I don't own health. It has faded at the 
most inconvenient times. Someday someone else will live in 
the place I call home. Someday 1 will lose my wife, or she will 
lose me. Yes, I don't own much in this world. 

7. Joy is terrific, but suffering (while paying attention) is my 
best teacher It's not that I seek suffering, but when it comes, I 
now understand that it presents an opportunity to learn some- 
thing new and important. Sometimes it is very hard at first to 

see the opportunity, but it becomes apparent if I keep my heart 
and mind open. 

8. People who believe in the apocalyptic vision of the future 
have the perfect excuse to overpopulate our world, destroy the envi- 
ronment, and extinguish species (including our own). They expect 
that God will correct all of our mistakes on the last day, at the 
very last moment, with a glorious transformation of our sickly 
planet. I prefer to take responsibility for my own actions and 
believe that we all should do the same. The outcome is less 
predictable than prophetic foreknowledge, but the world 
might turn out better than it would otherwise. 

9. From time to time, I experience what I half-jestingly refer to 

VIA PRACTICA 
How long, 0 God, have I prayed to you in the now silver spot where my cousin, once 

desperate, wrecked on drugs, shot himself, 
between the eyes 

When central casting trots out its god (he who the skid row cathedral where my great 
blames, he who binds up roots) to set clocks grandfather was christened, its bell tower 
and write new dress codes, I flee, taking you cracked, the poor cast out, even the statues 
with me. I run to the groves in my nightgown. I wearing crowns of nails to keep the pigeons 

the learned wince of children raised amidst 
my faith like a precious bruise. violence 

red badlands built by erosion 
I pray, digging, begging that you are secretly backs stooped by the short handled hoe 
kind, secretly mother, secretly father. I try to fifty burnt-out churches 
name my hunger-working until the words are a gang kid walking with a cane 
wrung out, fervent place holders, the very shape a tear drop tattooed under an eye 

a Book of Mormon in a Hollywood gutter 
a breast removed 

There is nothing in hope that is not God, a catch in the throat 
nothing in hunger not holy callused knees 

the empty seat at the table 
This prayer is an ache that answers itself-the my great-grandmother's willed silence 
shape of things hoped for, my vote for what's a lost rib 

the rent veil 

This prayer is a room I have built for you to I run into you everywhere, God: the black man 
walk out of-a tomb to leave behind, a dry downtown who calls himself "Jesus," the 
wound in the hillside. Salvadorean seamstress on the picket line. 

This prayer is a scar-both the shape of hurt When we meet on the street, you who see in 
and the shape of healing. secret touch my lips, my hair, my scarred heart 

for all to see. 
Your scars, God, are both the braille of this 
world's hurt and the signs of its sure I will not be ashamed of my God, for my God is 
resurrection: not ashamed of me. 

-JOANNA BROOKS 
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S U N S T O N E  

as my State of Grace. I don't know exactly where it comes from 
or why it happens. It lasts for minutes or perhaps a few hours. 
I can't make it happen, but I must be open to it. Its visits 
started some years ago after I decided to take time for myself 
each day, to give more of myself to friends and family, to slow 
down, to give up self-centered ambition. When I am in my 
State of Grace, I am vitally and vibrantly connected with life, I 
feel ever so grateful for every breath, I see the extraordinary in 
the ordinary, the color of everything is brighter, I seem to un- 
derstand everything more clearly, I am at peace with the world 
and with myself. I recommend it highly to all of you, whatever 
you might wish to name it. It might be an illusion, but then 
again, it might be heaven. 

-DENNIS W NIELSON. 

O u t  of t h e  B e s t  B o o k s  

BURNING THE MANUALS, 
BOOKS, TRACTS 

What was lije like for Saints on the other side of the Cold War? 
Personal stories of those who struggled through forty years of 
oppression to maintain theirfaith and their Mormonism have been 
recorded by Garold and Norma Davis in Behind the Iron Curtain: 
Recollections of Latter-day Saints in East Germany, 
1945-1989. The following excerpt is from an interview with 

Joachim Albrecht, who lives in East Germany. 

JOACHIM: . . .  we smug- 
gled in a lot of teaching ma- 
terials. We had a saylng in 
the mission, "We go out 
without purse or script but 
come home with a box of 

2 0  Years  A g o  i n  S u n s t o n e  

MORMON PAROCHIALISM 
books." I remember that I 
was sending new books 
here to Bautzen and had a 
box so big I couldn't get it 
to the train station because 
it was so heavy. I had to un- 
pack it and put the books 
into three boxes when I 

J OSEPH GARSKE ASKED AUTHOR WILLIAM STAFFORD 
the following question during an interview that was 
published in the fall 1976 issue: What are some of the 
problems of writing in an exclusively Mormon group? 

Stafford answered, "One hazard would be that you might be- 
gin to plume yourself on differences that don't make any dif- 
ference, or very much difference. You might sort of count on - 
an already organized public that would accept anything you sent all my things home from my mission. 
do. That's very bad. We're under no obligation to like some- Suddenly one day I received a message from our mission 
one's talk or poem or story because they're in our conscien- president that all of the manuals, books, tracts, etc., we had 
tious objector camp or church group or college. Human life is smuggled into the country somehow, illegally, could be very 
larger than these distinctions. One of the dangers would be harmful to the Church. The authorities had already searched a 
that you'd begin to treat these distinctions as justification for few of our apartments, and we were instructed that we had to 
all kinds of shortcuts and lapses." destroy all of these materials. I sat down in front of our open 
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S U N S T O N E  

stove with a big pile of books and kept telling myself, "You 
have to keep that one" and "You have to keep that one" and 
"You can't bum that one," but for two days, we kept the fire 
going without coal, just paper. It was pretty warm. But in the 
end, I did keep one book. It was four years of priesthood man- 
uals I had saved and had bound into one volume. "I don't care 
if they throw me in prison," I thought to myself. "This is one 
book I am not going to bum!" 

I can say that at that time I was obedient. I did it because I 
was told to. But somehow I couldn't see how anyone could get 
into trouble because of these manuals. Then one day I received 
an unexpected visit from a certain office. 

G. DAVIS: Secret police? 
JOACHIM: Of course! They asked me a few questions about 

the branch and wanted to know this and that. Then they 
wanted to have a look at my bookcase and wanted to know 
what kind of books I had. i was able to open my bookcase 
without a pounding heart and show them what books we had. 

G. DAVIS: What about those four years of priesthood manu- 
als? 

JOACHIM: I didn't show them. But I had the Stem, which we 
were permitted to receive up until 1949, and they wanted to 
see the later volumes. I told them I didn't receive them. Then 
they asked me if anyone from "over there" [West Germany] 
was sending them to me, relatives, etc. "No," I said, "you can 
see that this is all I have." I was so happy that I was finally 
shown a reason, some sense, for burning my books. I must say 
that I really mourned over my books. But in the end, this actu- 
ally gave us more encouragement to study our lessons more 
thoroughly from the standard works. The whole thing made us 
a little sulky, but it taught us a good lesson. 

Book of M o r m o n  M u s i n g s  

THE BOREDOM BLISS 
And how blessed were they! For the Lord did bless 
them in all their doings; yea, even they were blessed 
and prospered until an hundred and ten years had 
passed away; and the first generation from Christ had 
passed away, and there was no contention in all the 
land. (4 Ne. 18.) 

H EAVEN FORBID WE SHOULD CONDUCT A POLL 
to determine the slowest sections of the Book of 
Mormon, but if we did, my guess is that the 2 Nephi 

Isaiah passages would just barely beat 4 Nephi. Why? Fourth 
Nephi seems like a cake-walk-it's only one chapter long. I 
can get through that chapter with my eyes shut, you may say 
(I'm afraid we may do that all too often). What could be boring 
with reading one chapter about a people who lived in a 
utopian society? 

That is exactly the problem. Stories about utopian societies 
are often frightfully boring. Utopian societies have to be de- 
scribed in negative terms or negative behavior-they didn't 

"Stories about utopian societies are 
often frightfully boring. " 

murder, steal, cheat, etc.-since negative behavior is the only 
thing that, unfortunately, keeps our interest. (See Hugh Nibley, 
Temple and Cosmos, 546) The slaying of Laban is spell-binding 
reading since it involves intrigue, decapitation, chase scenes, 
and other cliff-hangers. That is probably why the news on tele- 
vision is predominantly bad news. 

But just because reports about ideal societies may be bor- 
ing, it doesn't mean that the people in those societies lived bor- 
ing lives. If I spent the rest of this year without any major 
problems, tragedies, or bad news reports, I would be perfectly 
happy If I get bored, I'll read a book. 

--EDGAR C. SNOW JR. 

T o p  Ten 

TOP 10 WAYS TO KNOW YOU 
WERE BORN IN UTAH COUNTY 

D IRECT FROM OUR HOME OFFICE IN MERCUR, 
Utah-the top ten ways to know you were born in 
Utah County: 

At least two of your salad bowls are at the neighbors 
house. 
You drink coke from a paper bag. 
You watch the NFL on Sunday only if there is a past Bw 
player on the team. 
Your family considers a trip to McDonald's a night out. 
Your kids believe the deer hunt is a national holiday 
Your father-in-law thinks Ronald Reagan was a liberal. 
You think Jack Daniels is a country-western singer. 
Your spouse's mother was pregnant at your wedding. 
When you shop on Sunday, you postdate your checks. 

and the number one way to know you were born in Utah County: 

1. You consider a temple recommend a credit reference. 
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